Thanks to Debra for sending me the link to the conspiracy video. That was what inspired the creation of this document. There will be more explanations provided over time as more developments occur.

So George Bush Sr. said the following in a speech on September 11, 1992…:

George Bush said...

**Introduction to the NWO: George H. Bush – Treason**

Pelosi added...

**Nancy Pelosi – Agenda 21 – Treason**

And the conspiracy got seriously underway.

The Globalists have a way of keeping the truth so out in the open people can not believe the truth when they see it… It would seem to have something to do with the animal behavior they quantified in the “PIKE,” Experiment.
Pike Syndrome

Consider the book 1984…
and below a link to an older movie that suggests what is going on today…

The Truman Show

And then there is this most interesting perspective that follows…

It – The conspiracy

Gee - It actually exists… Trilateral Commission

To understand the implications of the links to the items provided above, is to provide a thought process of how these items interact. Once one grasps the connections, then more of the mystery begins to fade and reveal the wizard...behind the curtain. Hint - think international bankers The Fog is lifting... 09OCT16-Wells Fargo Summary

Humans and computers can only focus on one thing at a time. It may seem as though both we and computers can perform multiple tasks at the same time, but upon closer examination, it turns out we are actually still only focused on one item at a time. But the illusion of multi-tasking comes about because we do these individual things so quickly it appears as simultaneous action.

Consider a movie or video is a series of single frames displayed as a sequence at around 30 frames per second. But
the point being made here is regarding the work of Maslow. To understand how we are easily manipulated and easily influenced by various stimuli, Maslow’s Hierarchy adds a great deal of clarity.

If you have become alert enough to recognize the deceptive ways We the People are deceived by those all around us that we have come to trust, then it becomes most difficult to sort out exactly who we can trust. And unfortunately the human characteristic of honor seems to have ceased to exist.

The following agencies are generally created and run as though they were legitimate government agencies. But they are not! And they too…operate in deception and fraud and you the tax payer are paying for the costs to operate these bogus policy making institutions. And as you will find out later in this tour…your local elected officials are quite busily engaged in violating many state laws which prohibit activities just like these that create conflicts of interest. Of course this is a violation of the oaths and bonds as well as ethics. Perhaps when acting as impostors, you know…criminal impersonators just pretending to be legitimate, they don’t need to be concerned.

Regardless, these actions are crimes against the people. Let me make that clear…crimes against the people. These deceptions are not political. The outcomes produced from these external organizations are consistent with the over-throw of our legitimate form of government.

And when reviewing the profiles of the executive administration of these most likely formed as Public, Private Partnerships (PPP’s) these agencies, are also most likely heavily staffed with attorney’s who operate in the background
and apply a heavy influence as to how local policy and the impostors, posing as your elected officials behave. The outcome is generally not in your favor and they get paid to essentially commit treason.

What ever you think about the way the materials and concepts are presented, do not be mislead. These are the same people that have created the false notion of the mission of the UN. They also created obama.

The same industry that produced the following...

**Plop…Plop…Fizz…Fizz**

has been pressed into service in this war of the few and ambitious to maintain control over the masses. We on the other hand have no idea just in what a battle we are involved. Permit me to share some information on the tightly knit machine…a marketing/IT machine beyond most peoples imagination.

**Inside the Cave**

Now when you think you have done enough when you send out a few emails… consider how much more needs to be accomplished to help drain the swamp. Mr. Trump can’t do it all…

To get the ball rolling…as soon as Mr. Trump made the decision to end the hoax of Agenda 21, the following letter was sent.

**An Open Letter to Fountain Valley Mayor Collins.**

You will see some brief references to items in this document. There is much more that needs to be explored. And people who understand the deeper need to aggressively launch an assertive offensive might wish to also join in. Sending the emails may be a great way to focus the recipients in such a way as to influence a desired outcome.
Now you are invited to take a serious look at how well we have been played.

A concept introduced by the United Nations -

**Public private partnerships - Increase your knowledge**

A private organization created by the clerks of the city? Excuse me…did you approve our employees to form their own policy body?

**City Clerks Association of California**

And isn’t this interesting…public officers are prohibited from even participating in these private meetings… and private groups…

More later…but I think you get the idea… And most of all of these business functions are operating in the background, organized and managed by our friends at the UN and paid for by you good people who still believe you have a
legitimate government.

THE BROWN ACT

SUMMARY OF KEY BROWN ACT PROVISIONS COVERAGE

PREAMBLE:

• Public commissions, boards, councils and other legislative bodies of local government agencies exist to aid in the conduct of the people’s business.
• The people do not yield their sovereignty to the bodies that serve them. The people insist on remaining informed to retain control over the legislative bodies they have created.

The California Brown Act makes it a crime for elected officials to participate in these operations listed below. Yet they do it anyway as most people are unaware of the law.

California Brown Act – Open Meetings Act

In order to get around the law, the impostors serving as state legislators…they are really impostors as they do not respect the oath of office…subversively create new “laws,” that are fictitious but people believe them so they get away with it.

Orange County Council of Governments

Southern California Association of Governments
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Bilderberg Group meets just outside of DC as Deep State steps up war on Trump. Here’s the attendee list.

June 5, 2017 by D.E. 1 Comment

Top global political and business leaders of the Bilderberg Group will meet just miles from the White House this week, as “Deep State” actions to take down President Donald Trump grow more intense.

“The Bilderberg Group meeting in Chantilly, Virginia, will attract 131 elites on Thursday – from politicians and bankers to business titans and European royalty,” The Daily Mail reports. “They will discuss transatlantic relations, the future of the European Union and ‘a progress report’ on the Trump administration behind closed doors at the four-day meeting.”

It has not been revealed what the “progress report” on Trump means. Chantilly, in suburban D.C., is 30 miles from Washington.

Among those participating in this year’s Bilderberg Group meeting are Trump’s Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross, Trump’s National Security Adviser H.R. McMaster, Trump advisers Peter Thiel and David Petraeus, U.S. Senator Lindsay Graham and Obama CIA Director John Brennan.
The meeting comes as leaks from within the U.S. government’s security community, intended to cripple President Trump, worsen.

“At least 180 federal employees have signed up for a workshop next weekend, where experts will offer advice on workers’ rights and how they can express civil disobedience,” former Clinton administration Labor Secretary Robert Reich gleefully notes.

“Federal workers are in regular consultation with recently departed Obama-era political appointees about what they can do to push back against the new president’s initiatives…,” Reich notes, “…The State Department has emerged as the nexus of opposition to Trump’s refugee policy, in part because it has an official dissent channel where Foreign Service employees can register opposition without fear of reprisals. The channel, formed in 1971, has been used to raise policy objections to the Vietnam War and other conflicts. Several hundred employees signed the dissent cable objecting to Trump’s refugee policy.”

WHO’S ATTENDING THE 2017 BILDERBERG GROUP CONFERENCE?

CHAIRMAN

Castries, Henri de (FRA), Former Chairman and CEO, AXA; President of Institut Montaigne

PARTICIPANTS

Achleitner, Paul M. (DEU), Chairman of the Supervisory Board, Deutsche Bank AG

Adonis, Andrew (GBR), Chair, National Infrastructure Commission

Agius, Marcus (GBR), Chairman, PA Consulting Group

Akyol, Mustafa (TUR), Senior Visiting Fellow, Freedom Project at Wellesley College

Alstadheim, Kjetil B. (NOR), Political Editor, Dagens Næringsliv

Altman, Roger C. (USA), Founder and Senior Chairman, Evercore

Arnaut, José Luís Durão (PRT), Managing Partner, CMS Rui Pena & Arnaut

Barroso, José M. (PRT), Chairman, Goldman Sachs International

Bäte, Oliver (DEU), CEO, Allianz SE

Baumann, Werner (DEU), Chairman, Bayer AG

Baverez, Nicolas (FRA), Partner, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher

Benko, René (AUT), Founder and Chairman of the Advisory Board, SIGNA Holding GmbH
Berner, Anne-Catherine (FIN), Minister of Transport and Communications
Botín, Ana P. (ESP), Executive Chairman, Banco Santander
Brandtzæg, Svein Richard (NOR), President and CEO, Norsk Hydro ASA
Brennan, John O. (USA), Senior Advisor, Kissinger Associates Inc.
Bsirske, Frank (DEU), Chairman, United Services Union
Buberl, Thomas (FRA), CEO, AXA
Bunn, M. Elaine (USA), Former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
Burns, William J. (USA), President, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
Çakiroğlu, Levent (TUR), CEO, Koç Holding A.S.
Çamlıbel, Cansu (TUR), Washington DC Bureau Chief, Hürriyet Newspaper
Cebrián, Juan Luis (ESP), Executive Chairman, PRISA and El País
Cleemput, Kristin (NOR), CEO, Civita
Cohen, David S. (USA), Former Deputy Director, CIA
Collison, Patrick (USA), CEO, Stripe
Cotton, Tom (USA), Senator
Cui, Tiankai (CHN), Ambassador to the US
Döpfner, Mathias (DEU), CEO, Axel Springer SE
Elkann, John (ITA), Chairman, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles
Enders, Thomas (DEU), CEO, Airbus SE
Federspiel, Ulrik (DNK), Group Executive, Haldor Topsøe Holding A/S
Ferguson, Jr., Roger W. (USA), President and CEO, TIAA
Ferguson, Niall (USA), Senior Fellow, Hoover Institution, Stanford University
Gianotti, Fabiola (ITA), Director General, CERN
Gozi, Sandro (ITA), State Secretary for European Affairs
Graham, Lindsey (USA), Senator
Greenberg, Evan G. (USA), Chairman and CEO, Chubb Group
Griffin, Kenneth (USA), Founder and CEO, Citadel Investment Group, LLC
Gruber, Lilli (ITA), Editor-in-Chief and Anchor “Otto e mezzo”, La7 TV
Guindos, Luis de (ESP), Minister of Economy, Industry and Competiveness
Haines, Avril D. (USA), Former Deputy National Security Advisor
Halberstadt, Victor (NLD), Professor of Economics, Leiden University
Hamers, Ralph (NLD), Chairman, ING Group
Hedegaard, Connie (DNK), Chair, KR Foundation
Hennis-Plasschaert, Jeanine (NLD), Minister of Defence, The Netherlands
Hobson, Mellody (USA), President, Ariel Investments LLC
Hoffman, Reid (USA), Co-Founder, LinkedIn and Partner, Greylock
Houghton, Nicholas (GBR), Former Chief of Defence
Ischinger, Wolfgang (INT), Chairman, Munich Security Conference
Jacobs, Kenneth M. (USA), Chairman and CEO, Lazard
Johnson, James A. (USA), Chairman, Johnson Capital Partners
Jordan, Jr., Vernon E. (USA), Senior Managing Director, Lazard Frères & Co. LLC
Karp, Alex (USA), CEO, Palantir Technologies
Kengeter, Carsten (DEU), CEO, Deutsche Börse AG
Kissinger, Henry A. (USA), Chairman, Kissinger Associates Inc.
Klatten, Susanne (DEU), Managing Director, SKion GmbH
Kleinfeld, Klaus (USA), Former Chairman and CEO, Arconic
Knot, Klaas H.W. (NLD), President, De Nederlandsche Bank
Koç, Ömer M. (TUR), Chairman, Koç Holding A.S.
Kotkin, Stephen (USA), Professor in History and International Affairs, Princeton University
Kravis, Henry R. (USA), Co-Chairman and Co-CEO, KKR
Kravis, Marie-Josée (USA), Senior Fellow, Hudson Institute
Kudelski, André (CHE), Chairman and CEO, Kudelski Group
Lagarde, Christine (INT), Managing Director, International Monetary Fund
Lenglet, François (FRA), Chief Economics Commentator, France 2
Leysen, Thomas (BEL), Chairman, KBC Group
Liddell, Christopher (USA), Assistant to the President and Director of Strategic Initiatives
Lööf, Annie (SWE), Party Leader, Centre Party
Mathews, Jessica T. (USA), Distinguished Fellow, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
McAuliffe, Terence (USA), Governor of Virginia
McKay, David I. (CAN), President and CEO, Royal Bank of Canada
McMaster, H.R. (USA), National Security Advisor
Mexia, António Luís Guerra Nunes (PRT), President, Eurelectric and CEO, EDP Energias de Portugal
Micklethwait, John (INT), Editor-in-Chief, Bloomberg LP
Minton Beddoes, Zanny (INT), Editor-in-Chief, The Economist
Molinari, Maurizio (ITA), Editor-in-Chief, La Stampa
Monaco, Lisa (USA), Former Homeland Security Officer
Morneau, Bill (CAN), Minister of Finance
Mundie, Craig J. (USA), President, Mundie & Associates
Murtagh, Gene M. (IRL), CEO, Kingspan Group plc
Netherlands, H.M. the King of the (NLD)
Noonan, Peggy (USA), Author and Columnist, The Wall Street Journal
O’Leary, Michael (IRL), CEO, Ryanair D.A.C.
Osborne, George (GBR), Editor, London Evening Standard
Papahelas, Alexis (GRC), Executive Editor, Kathimerini Newspaper
Papalexopoulos, Dimitri (GRC), CEO, Titan Cement Co.
Petraeus, David H. (USA), Chairman, KKR Global Institute
Pind, Søren (DNK), Minister for Higher Education and Science
Puga, Benoît (FRA), Grand Chancellor of the Legion of Honor and Chancellor of the National Order of Merit
Rachman, Gideon (GBR), Chief Foreign Affairs Commentator, The Financial Times
Reisman, Heather M. (CAN), Chair and CEO, Indigo Books & Music Inc.
Rivera Díaz, Albert (ESP), President, Ciudadanos Party
Rosén, Johanna (SWE), Professor in Materials Physics, Linköping University
Ross, Wilbur L. (USA), Secretary of Commerce
Rubenstein, David M. (USA), Co-Founder and Co-CEO, The Carlyle Group
Rubin, Robert E. (USA), Co-Chair, Council on Foreign Relations and Former Treasury Secretary
Ruoff, Susanne (CHE), CEO, Swiss Post
Rutten, Gwendolyn (BEL), Chair, Open VLD
Sabia, Michael (CAN), CEO, Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec
Sawers, John (GBR), Chairman and Partner, Macro Advisory Partners
Schadlow, Nadia (USA), Deputy Assistant to the President, National Security Council
Schmidt, Eric E. (USA), Executive Chairman, Alphabet Inc.
Schneider-Ammann, Johann N. (CHE), Federal Councillor, Swiss Confederation
Scholten, Rudolf (AUT), President, Bruno Kreisky Forum for International Dialogue
Severgnini, Beppe (ITA), Editor-in-Chief, 7-Corriere della Sera
Sikorski, Radoslaw (POL), Senior Fellow, Harvard University
Slat, Boyan (NLD), CEO and Founder, The Ocean Cleanup
Spahn, Jens (DEU), Parliamentary State Secretary and Federal Ministry of Finance
Stephenson, Randall L. (USA), Chairman and CEO, AT&T
Stern, Andrew (USA), President Emeritus, SEIU and Senior Fellow, Economic Security Project
Stoltenberg, Jens (INT), Secretary General, NATO
Summers, Lawrence H. (USA), Charles W. Eliot University Professor, Harvard University
Tertrais, Bruno (FRA), Deputy Director, Fondation pour la recherche stratégique
Thiel, Peter (USA), President, Thiel Capital
Topsøe, Jakob Haldor (DNK), Chairman, Haldor Topsøe Holding A/S
Ülgen, Sinan (TUR), Founding and Partner, Istanbul Economics
Vance, J.D. (USA), Author and Partner, Mithril
Wahlroos, Björn (FIN), Chairman, Sampo Group, Nordea Bank, UPM-Kymmene Corporation
Wallenberg, Marcus (SWE), Chairman, Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB
Walter, Amy (USA), Editor, The Cook Political Report
Weston, Galen G. (CAN), CEO and Executive Chairman, Loblaw Companies Ltd and George Weston Companies
White, Sharon (GBR), Chief Executive, Ofcom
Wieseltier, Leon (USA), Isaiah Berlin Senior Fellow in Culture and Policy, The Brookings Institution
Wolf, Martin H. (INT), Chief Economics Commentator, Financial Times
Wolfensohn, James D. (USA), Chairman and CEO, Wolfensohn & Company
Wunsch, Pierre (BEL), Vice-Governor, National Bank of Belgium
Zeiler, Gerhard (AUT), President, Turner International
Zients, Jeffrey D. (USA), Former Director, National Economic Council
Zoellick, Robert B. (USA), Non-Executive Chairman, AllianceBernstein L.P.
The actual internal workings and relationships at the actual city/county/state level are mostly hidden. Many activities include local citizen to create an appearance of participation and mutual cooperation. You are free to believe that if you wish but then each of us have a right to our own views…now don’t we…?

Consider if you will the introduction of the Delphi Technique – Consensus Building.

When you look at these activities, ask yourself why…Why is the city engaging in so many activities outside of the normal scope of a city administration? When you figure that out drop me a line and fill me in…

arnie, just one of the people.

714-964-4056

Citywide Strategic Plan
FV's Fiscal Sustainability Plan

The Fountain Valley Community Foundation

Promoting City of Fountain Valley

http://www.fountainvalleymagazine.net/

https://issuu.com/lynnseeden

Fountain Valley Crossings Specific Plan

Presentation

Housing & Community Development

Welbrook Assisted Living Facility

I-405 Improvement Project

Harbor Boulevard South Island Specific Plan

What has changed?

Thanks to the election of Donald J Trump…

Exposed — The Treason behind the Paris Accord

Some Americans have come to realize that —

The “truth” is whatever we want it to be. — And with the election of Mr. Trump, the American people have made their will known…

They are aware things have not been what they should be for a very long time. And the truth of the matter has been so startling, even the most obstinate deniers of what we have been lead to believe of the American Dream have come to their senses. They may not know what is wrong, but they know something is amiss…

In about 2008, around the age of 73, I was jolted out of my dream. And I had been living the dream as though I was following a carefully scripted role…DAMM! I was. Everything had pretty much worked out as I was lead to believe it should…
The efforts to document what I have come to learn over the next 8 years or so are there for anyone who has an interest in viewing the time-line of that period, through the eyes of a nobody. Just an old man, now over 80, who admits he not only knows nothing, but really advises people to ignore what he writes.

The story as it unfolds—like the skins of an onion—can be a fascinating experience to explore. And the variations as revealed have become so varied and twisted it can keep a rational person occupied for years. And of course that appears to me to be the point. We are not really meant to understand the truth.

So feel free to visit the [scannedretina.com](http://scannedretina.com) and review the over 6500 posts on the various aspects of this mystery and continue to speculate, or for the simple truth…an outcome to which I, finally concluded after the 8 years…

20SEP16-Yes..I admit to being the biggest fool…

arnie rosner, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056

Extending to you the American people, an open invitation to contact me at any time.

Obviously, the computer links in this printed hard copy of this document can not be accessed unless one logs into the Internet and goes to a website named…the [scannedretina.com](http://scannedretina.com/)

The name of this particular document is amazingly simple enough —  The Conspiracy